
Anchorage, Alaska. Early 2000s. Your team of surveyors is going north to prospect for oil in Central Alaska, south of the Prudhoe Bay field, the largest
in the world. Your company’s geologists think this region a likely location for another find. Your final destination lies 400 miles north of Anchorage, on 
the Arctic Circle… 

Field of Dreams 
Keeper Background 
The investigators’ employer, American Petroleum, or AP, has acquired 
several large tracts of land in the interior of Alaska. Native representatives 
put up a fight, but under the Bush administration, their pleas have fallen on 
deaf ears. Plans for several new Alaskan oil pipelines have been fielded, and 
one of the investigators’ unofficial tasks is to chart the difficulties a new 
pipeline project might face. Each investigator carries either a rifle or shotgun, 
for strictly self-defense purposes, as hunting is forbidden on these lands, and 
all have at least some experience in the outdoors. 

Unfortunately for the investigators, a colony of Mi-go have made their 
nest in the subsurface geological strata just above the massive oil field 
awaiting discovery. Their experiments revolve around the reconstitution of 
the once-dead matter which composes crude oil. Their experiments are not 
wholly successful, and any creatures they bring back from aeons-ancient 
death are tainted by Mi-go mycelia. 

Begin the scenario in Houston, where the investigators meet with the 
CEO of AP, an intimidating individual who smokes constantly and threatens 
the investigators at any sign of freethinking. They are to get to Alaska and 
do their jobs, find that oil. 
The Tundra 
The tundra is an ancient place. After a 36-hour journey from Houston, 
through San Francisco, then Anchorage, and finally dropped off by 
bushplane 200 miles north of Tanana, AK, the investigators must navigate 
by paper maps and compass, and struggle by walking on the permafrost. Call 
for a few Navigate and Science (Survey) rolls as they start out. While the 
region itself is not mountainous, distant mountains to the east and north help 
provide bearings. The investigators experience the disorienting effects of 24-
hour days. On only their second day, they discover traces of crude oil just 
under the permafrost, and with a successful Luck roll they stumble upon a 
10’ by 10’ oil seep. Gravimeter and magnetometer readings, while suggestive, 
are not entirely conclusive, and suggest richer findings another day to the 
north. 

That night, the investigators are woken by heavy crunching sounds near 
their tents; the camp is attacked by a Mi-go reanimation, an Ornithomimus, 
a large, birdlike dinosaur with a toothless beak and ornamental feathers along 
its arms, though it cannot fly. The Ornithomimus uses its beak to stab and 
tear flesh, and this Ornithomimus has a large, grotesque fungal growth 
spilling out of its cranial cavity along the right side (SAN 1/1D4). The 
creature fights to the death. Afterwards, Biology rolls recognize it as some 
form of aberrant bird, perhaps a malformed ostrich; a Hard or Extreme 
success, however, recalls seeing this very form once in the Royal Ontario 
Museum, fossilized, and the investigator understands it as Ornithomimus, a 
dinosaur 75-million years extinct. While this revelation comes with a 1D6+1 
Sanity cost, it also raises another question: the Ornithomimus, while an 
omnivore, usually only ate small mammals. The reason for its attack must be 
linked to this strange growth… Within 20 minutes, the creature has dissolved 
into a thick white pus that reeks of methane. 
The Beehives 
On the third day the investigators encounter a thick evergreen forest. 
Whether they enter it or travel along it, they soon arrive at three large 
structures formed out of clay, dried sticks, and vegetation. They are shaped 
like beehives, arranged in a triangle, with four-foot-high, six-foot-wide 
doorways facing inwards. As they explore and puzzle over the structures, the 
sun begins to set, though it should not do so, at this latitude, for another 
month or more. Investigators outside the beehives hear a tremendous 
buzzing, and witness thousands of supposed insects rise from the trees to 
blot out the sun. Spot Hidden realizes that these insects are huge and 
monstrous, with six-foot wingspans (SAN 0/1D4). As other investigators 
emerge from the beehives, the sun fully sets, and the temperature begins 
plummeting. Whether or not this Mi-go swarm buzzes the beehives with a 
low flyover is at Keeper’s discretion. 

Into the Under 
Communication devices no longer work. It is as though the satellites and 
radio antennas are no longer there. The temperature quickly drops to 2 
degrees Celsius, and continues dropping, though slowly. The wind picks up, 
with the smell of the ocean to it (though the ocean remains hundreds of 
miles away in any direction). Any survey or core sample the investigators 
take at this point reveals a vast underground chamber with a temperature of 
20.6 C (69 Fahrenheit). Idea or Natural World suggests exploring deeper 
into the trees; wherever the insects came from is likely safer than the plateau, 
where the investigators could quickly die of exposure. 

Entrance to the cavern system is easily found, as there are hundreds of 
them, and freshly dug—squat tunnels that enter the earth at about 45 
degrees, and plunge downward for a hundred yards. Traversing one of their 
lengths, the air becomes noticeably warmer, and the investigators eventually 
emerge into a large cavern overlooking a honeycomb city: chamber after 
chamber of hexagonal, roofless rooms stretch into the distance for as far as 
the eye can see, with a faint, purple phosphorescence emanating from fungus 
growing along the walls. Successful Spot Hidden rolls note that the city 
seems deserted—for now. Exploring, allow the investigators some 
remarkable discoveries: a jet of crude oil that projects into the air like a 
fountain; gold piled in several rooms like cast off scrap metal; tanks full of 
petroleum congealing into abominable japes of long-extinct animals; a 
helmet obviously designed for the human head that casts the user back in 
time (a Yithian artifact). Should the keeper like to tie this scenario into a 
longer event, a room full of brain cases with important NPCs could prove 
useful. 

The Mi-go return shortly, of course, freshened from whatever diabolical 
adulations they were enacting. They swarm the cavern, crawling on surfaces 
and the walls of the city’s chambers like flies. At the center of the complex, 
a huge circular disk (captured from some other unknown species) provides 
the only feasible means of escape. Entering combat, investigators must 
succeed with five cumulative successes to understand the craft, using 
whatever skills sound plausible—Pilot, Operate Heavy Machinery, etc. 
Have them narrate how these skills play out, all while other investigators do 
their best to hold the Mi-go back, saving precious seconds. If they manage 
to get the ship off the ground, they burst through the roof of the cavern, 
earth and trees spilling off its sides, a fresh sun arisen. How the world has 
changed in their absence is up to you… 
Stats 
Mi-go: See Keeper’s Rulebook page 301. 
Ornithomimus: The Ornithomimus makes two rapid attacks per turn with 
its pointed beak. STR 45 DEX 65 Beak 65 
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